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Thom Duma Fine Jewelers Named the O cial
Jeweler for the Youngstown State University
Penguins
The esteemed jewelry retailer in Warren, Ohio recently signed a two-year deal
with the university to provide jewelry and other memorabilia featuring the
YSU Penguins logo

WARREN, Ohio, September 4, 2018 (Newswire.com) - Thom

Duma Fine Jewelers (TDFJ) is proud and thrilled to announce

that they are now the official jeweler of the Youngstown State

University Penguins.

The full-service jewelry retailer recently signed a two-year

deal to design rings and other jewelry pieces that feature the

logo of the institution, all of which will be debuted in the

coming months.

“I was born here, grew up here, married my high school sweetheart, raised my family here, and my

children went to YSU,” explains Thom Duma Jr., the owner and manager of the store. “The university

is a big part of the Mahoning Valley and so is TDFJ, so I thought it was a great fit.”

The staff of TDFJ have especially strong ties to the residents of the Valley, and Duma himself is

actively involved with the motorsports community on the local and national level. Earlier this year,

the Warren-based jewelry retailer was also named the official jeweler of the American Flat Track

Series for the fifth season in a row -- in no small part thanks to Thom’s history as a motorcycle racer

himself.

For more information on Thom Duma Fine Jewelers, visit their website at TDFJ.com, call their store at

(330) 393-4696, or visit their showroom in person. To learn about the athletics department at

“I was born here, grew up here, married my high school sweetheart,
raised my family here, and my children went to YSU. The university is a
big part of the Mahoning Valley and so is TDFJ, so I thought it was a
great fit.”
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Additional Links

TDFJ website

Youngstown State University, go to their site for more.

About Thom Duma Fine Jewelers

For over a century, Thom Duma Fine Jewelers (TDFJ) has provided the Mahoning Valley community

with second-to-none engagement rings, wedding rings, fine jewelry, and luxury watches. First

established in 1896 as Klivan’s Jewelers, today Thom Duma Jr. leads his staff of master jewelers and

gemologists in honoring his father’s legacy of perseverance through hardship and exceptional jewelry

work. Visit TDFJ in Warren, Ohio for an unforgettable jewelry shopping experience and white-glove

jewelry services.

Get in contact with TDFJ by visiting their website at TDFJ.com, calling their store at (330) 393-4696,

emailing contact@tdfj.com, or stopping by their showroom in person.

Original Source: www.newswire.com
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